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Direct observation of homoclinic orbits in human heart rate variability
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Homoclinic trajectories of the interbeat intervals between contractions of ventricles of the human heart are
identified. The interbeat intervals are extracted from 24-h Holter ECG recordings. Three such recordings are
discussed in detail. Mappings of the measured consecutive interbeat intervals are constructed. In the second
and in some cases in the fourth iterate of the map of interbeat intervals homoclinic trajectories associated with
a hyperbolic saddle are found. The homoclinic trajectories are often persistent for many interbeat intervals,
sometimes spanning many thousands of heartbeats. Several features typical for homoclinic trajectories found in
other systems were identified, including a signature of the gluing bifurcation. The homoclinic trajectories are
present both in recordings of heart rate variability obtained from patients with an increased number of arrhyth-
mias and in cases in which the sinus rhythm is dominant. The results presented are a strong indication of the
importance of deterministic nonlinear instabilities in human heart rate variability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its first description by Shilnikov@1,2# in 1965, ho-
moclinic chaos, in which competition occurs between seve
unstable states including a saddle focus or a hyperb
saddle, remains of interest. Chaos of this kind has b
found in many systems, notably in hydrodynamic instab
ties @3#, in chemical reactions@4#, in the dynamics of food
chains@5#, in laser dynamics@6–8#, and in spiking phenom-
ena@9#. The gluing bifurcation is also a characteristic featu
of homoclinic chaos@10,3#. Synchronization in homoclinic
chaos has been recently achieved—pursued mainly in
context of systems of neurons@11,12#. The paper by Postnov
et al. @12# discusses coupled van der Pol oscillators as m
els of neurons. It was found that the interaction of the traj
tory of the system with a hyperbolic saddle close to
homoclinic bifurcation may lead to a dephasing of synch
nization. Van der Pol oscillators have been used since 1
@28# to model the interaction of the natural pace-maker str
tures within the human heart~the sinus and the atrioventricu
lar node!.

The outstanding feature of homoclinic chaos is that
shape of the trajectories is very regular but the first ret
times ~the time between subsequent crossings of a Poin´
section! may fluctuate strongly@13#. Consequently, return
time maps are considered a tool of choice for the analysi
homoclinic chaos@14,8#.

An electrocardiogram trace@15# is a recording of the elec
trical activity of the heart from electrodes on the surface
the body. It is composed of repeating shapes that do
differ much from each other over long periods of time. T
shape of the trace is so typical that the extrema of the rep
ing spikes have been assigned the lettersP, Q, R, S, andT
with the P peak associated with the contraction of the he
atria and theR peak is associated with that of the ventricle
The RR interval then is the time between heartbeats. The
interval may also be treated as the time of flight betwe
Poincare´ sections of the trajectory of the full ECG~see, e.g.,
Fig. 4.4.6 in Ref.@16#!. It is well known that the heart rate
fluctuates ~a phenomenon called heart rate variabil
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@15,17,16#! and that the origin of these fluctuations is n
fully understood. The character of the heart rate variability
important for medical diagnostics and especially for the p
diction of the risk of sudden cardiac death. Consequentl
large research effort has been made to establish that
source of the fluctuations is due to stochastic phenom
@18# or that they are due to nonlinear instabilities in a det
ministic system@19,20#. One spectacular approach was t
application of a modified OGY algorithm to the control o
heart rate variability both in animal heart preparations
well as in humans@21#. Recently, however, these results
proof of the deterministic origin of heart rate variability hav
been disavowed by the work of Christini and co-worke
@22,23#, where it was found that the control algorithm work
just as well for a system with noise and without a fixed po
at all.

We have often found@24–26# that, in a three-dimensiona
projection in delay coordinates with the Takens delay eq
to two heartbeats, the phase trajectory of the RR interva
dominantly of two forms. In most healthy individuals, th
RR intervals form a spiral trajectory repeatedly approach
the focus and diverging from it at an oblique angle. Su
behavior is well known in systems where motion around
saddle focus occurs~compare, e.g.,@9,8#!. When the average
heart rate changes, the focus shifts; but, otherwise, the to
ogy of the trajectory remains the same. A crosslike sha
which we initially called radial behavior, was found to b
associated with the pathological rather than the healthy h
rate variability. It may, however, also be found in some in
viduals considered to be healthy. It is the purpose of t
paper to examine in detail the latter kind of RR interv
trajectory using two-dimensional mappings. We exam
three chosen cases of 24-h recordings of the heart rate
ability ~RR interval time series! in different patients. These
datasets were chosen as representative but we have foun
phenomena discussed below in many~over a hundred! other
cases. We show that, if one investigates the second or fo
iterates of the RR interval map, homoclinic trajectories as
ciated with flip saddles may be found—in some cases las
many thousand heart beats. We find three different type
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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these homoclinic trajectories and discuss whether the e
tence of such dynamics may be associated with arryth
only or can be a signature of the properties of the si
rhythm. The sinus node is the natural pacemaker of the h
The findings of this paper are a strong indication of the i
portance of nonlinear instabilities in heart rate variabil
processes.

II. DATA

Heart rate variability data were extracted from 24
Holter device ECG recordings using the 563 Del Mar Avio
ics system at the National Institute of Cardiology~Warszawa,
Poland!. All data were checked by a qualified cardiologis
normal beats were detected, artifacts were deleted, and
rhythmias were recognized. The data were sampled at
Hz except for an older recording~LCH!, which was sampled
at 128 Hz. The true error of automaticR-peak discrimination
may be much larger than the nominal sampling error due
the distorted morphology of the QRS complex in severely
patients. Then the error may be as large as 30 ms.

In over a hundred of the recordings in our database,
moclinic orbits were found. For this study, three demons
tive 24-h ECG recordings were chosen.

The patient LCH exhibited an extreme number of arrhy
mic beats~over 70%! during the 24-h recording. The stan
dard deviation of the RR intervals was very large~286 ms!
but we have shown elsewhere@25# that, in fact, the data
contain predominantly periodic orbits. It is the nature
these orbits which is the focus of the present paper.

The patient NRGLL had atrial flutter—a heart rhythm
which periodic electric activity at the atria occurs with
varying conduction to the ventricles. The RR intervals,
this condition, often appear as multiples of the basic per
of atrial activity.

The patient SWK was characteristic: the standard de
tion of heart rate variability was extremely low~55.6 ms! and
there were less than 1000 ventricular arrhythmic beats in
h. This is then a case of sinus rhythm with a decreased h
rate variability.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each case, we examined the two-dimensional m
pings of RR(i 1t) versus RR(i ). i is the RR interval index
andt denotes the iterate of the map. We changedt from 1 to
6 for all cases studied but the most interesting results w
obtained for the second and the fourth iterate of the RR
terval maps.

The first case we examine here is that of patient LCH
since deceased. In the 24-h ECG recording, over 70%
heartbeats were due to ventricular arrhythmia. The comp
heart rate variability record is presented in Fig. 1. It has b
shown elsewhere@25# that this patient—in spite of an ex
tremely large variance of the RR intervals~286 ms!—
exhibited period-3 orbits for the best part of the 24-h reco
ing ~with only occasional occurrences of period-5 or high
orbits; there were also some narrow periods of the time
extremely low variance but with an irregular heart rate!.
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We focus on a portion of the recording depicted in F
2—it can be seen that large excursions of the RR inter
value are interspersed with a low variance heart rhythm
fact, LCH is one of the two recordings that inspired t
search for type-I intermittency in heart rate variability@27#.
Let us examine in detail how does a given RR interval m
onto the next one. Figure 3 depicts a sequence of 260 e
lutions of the system starting at RR interval indexi
576 400 and presented as the map RR(i 11) vs RR(i ). It
can be seen that the data points form a trajectory resemb
a period-3 orbit with noise or what seems to be drift alo
the diagonal interposed on it. This drift spans only'200 ms
along the diagonal and is consistent with all our earlier o
servations@24,26,25# that—for a given person—the topolog
of the trajectory of the RR interval in delay coordinate spa
stays constant for very long periods of the time. It is only t
center of gravity of the trajectory that moves along the dia
onal reflecting the change of average heart rate. In Fig.
can be seen that the RR intervals left the periodic traject
for only 3 out of the 262 evolutions shown.

To understand better the nature of the trajectory of
intervals for this case, we will examine the second iter
~Fig. 4!. The 262 RR intervals form a cross-shaped traject
with some of the RR intervals close to the diagonal. On
when one patiently follows through the evolution of the tr
jectory in Fig. 4, it becomes evident that it is formed of

FIG. 1. 24-h long recording of heart rate variability for the LC
case: RR intervals as a function of the interval index.

FIG. 2. Short fragment of the data in Fig. 1.
6-2
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single, somewhat noisy hyperbolic saddle point to which
trajectory returns repeatedly. Figure 5 depicts the first par
the trajectory associated with the saddle point—originat
at a location very close to the fixed point and ending at
arrow ~RR index i 576 400–76 477). Twelve homoclini
branches of the trajectory may be seen in this figure. T
width of the spread of the location of the points on the dia
onal is less than 80 ms.

Figure 6 depicts the next sequence of events startingi
576 477 and ending ati 576 510. At the beginning of this
sequence, the average heart rate drops slightly and the tr
tory remains close to the diagonal. This behavior has all
features of a slightly noisy nodal point~19 data points with
standard deviation 28.5 ms! gradually drifting upwards along
the diagonal. Then, in a region that lies at the lower borde
the saddle seen in Fig. 5, again trajectories along portion
the unstable and stable manifolds are seen with just
branches of the homoclinic orbit. At the end of the seque
~filled arrow in Fig. 6!, the trajectory lands above sadd
point and is allowed to linger close to the diagonal for se
eral heartbeats. In the time that follows, until a major chan

FIG. 3. Return map of the data in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Second iterate of the map in Fig. 3: the RR inter
index i changes from 76 400 to 76 650.
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of the average heart rate occurs so that the system leave
part of the phase space, the trajectory will become affec
by the stable and unstable manifolds repeatedly~Fig. 7 for
i 576 510–76 650). The case of LCH is special in the se
that this patient exhibited an extremely large standard de
tion of the heart rate~286 ms; Fig. 1! but the average hear
rate stayed approximately constant for extended period
time ~the 24-h average of the RR intervals was equal to 8
ms!.

The homoclinic trajectory discussed in Figs. 4–7 w
found throughout the LCH recording and it is very comm
in the recordings of heart rate variability examined by o
group. Whenever it occurred for the LCH case, the posit
of the saddle shifted by less than650 ms and it was ob-
tained in the range of RR interval length between 650 a
1000 ms. The most often obtained position was at 720–
ms, at 900 ms and at 1020 ms. In particular, at the la
position, the saddle point was obtained for indexi between
77 760 and 80 680 with its position fixed at 1020 m
640 ms.

l

FIG. 5. A fragment of the trajectory of Fig. 4: RR interval inde
i 576 400–76 477. The arrow marks the last point.

FIG. 6. The next fragment of the trajectory of Fig. 4: indexi
576 477–76 510. The lower arrow marks the beginning and
upper arrow marks the end.
6-3
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Two other homoclinic orbits were found in the LCH re
cording. One was obtained uniquely for RR intervals b
tween i 58400 and i 510 150 for the map RR(i 14) vs
RR(i ). It is a much more complex homoclinic trajectory.
Fig. 8, which depicts a fragment of this trajectory for R
intervals from the range of the index from 8930 to 9030,
stable and unstable directions of the saddle point may
distinguished but the evolution between these manifold
more complex than discussed before. In the whole range
which this kind of homoclinic trajectory was found, the p
sition of the saddle point was fixed between 900 and 950

The third kind of homoclinic trajectory was found only
the beginning of the recording. Figure 9 depicts a parti
larly long example of this kind—obtained for RR interv
index i 52640–2880. It can be seen that the trajectory c
tains three rotations of a period-3 orbit but otherwise
image is consistent with a hyperbolic saddle situated at
625 ms. The important difference in Fig. 9 as compared
the homoclinic orbits discussed above is that, in this ca
there are no RR intervals that land at the diagonal. This t

FIG. 7. The last fragment of the trajectory of Fig. 4: indexi
576 510–76 650. The saddle point shifts by about650 ms.

FIG. 8. The fourth iterate of the RR interval map fori
58930–9030. This is a fragment of a 1750-interval-long trajecto
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of orbit may occur at a gluing bifurcation~e.g., compare Fig.
4 of Ref. @10#! In our measurements, it was obtained rare
and only for much shorter periods of time than the other t
kinds found for the patient LCH.

All unstable fixed points discussed up to now have be
of the flip saddle kind. Although this kind of saddle seems
be the easiest to find in heart rate variability time series, i
not always the case. Figure 10 depicts 250 consecutive
intervals projected as a second iterate map for the pat
NRGLL who had permanent atrial flutter. It can be seen t
the trajectory of the system remains on one side of the fi
point moving along the unstable and the stable direction c
secutively~note the enlarged scale of Figs. 10 and 11 belo!
and that the position of the saddle point remains sta
within 625 ms. Such a shape of the trajectory may oc
above the gluing bifurcation~see Fig. 4 of Ref.@10#!. The

.

FIG. 9. The second iterate of the map of RR intervals foi
52640–2880. The trajectory may be the result of a gluing bifur
tion: note the lack of data points on the diagonal.

FIG. 10. Second iterate of the RR interval map~250 intervals!
for the NRGLL case. Another example of a possible result of
gluing bifurcation.
6-4
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kind of behavior depicted in Fig. 10 is also very comm
among the different heart rate variability cases studied by
group.

All instances of homoclinic orbits discussed above ha
been obtained in cases where different kinds of arrhyth
were abundant. However, saddle points may be obta
also—if somewhat more rarely—for cases of prevalent si
rhythm. The patient SWK was special: the standard devia
of the heart rate was extremely low~56 ms! and there were
less than 1000 ventricular arrhythmic beats during 24 h. A
yet a well formed homoclinic orbit associated with
period-2 flip saddle may be found in this case for long pe
ods of the time. Figure 11 depicts an example—found for
interval indexi 51 –9500~note the changed scale of the fi
ure!. It can be seen that the position of the saddle its
fluctuates by not more than630 ms, which is within the
upper bounds of the error of the automatic heart rate v
ability analysis algorithm of the Holter device. Thus, for
long time ~the 9500 RR intervals corresponded to about
h! the saddle point remained at one position. Fori
59500–10 440, a fixed point~a node! slowly drifting up-
wards along the diagonal was obtained and fori
510 440–19 952 again the same homoclinic orbit as see
Fig. 11 was obtained. Note that, during this long time, in t
case the saddle point drifted between 550 ms and 670
Similar behavior was obtained also fori 531 350–33 369,
34 000–55 000~saddle point at 550–650 ms!, 55 000–73 650
~saddle point at 650–750 ms!. Within i 573 650–101 257 a
fixed point was found drifting between 650 and 750 ms a
finally, for i 5101 257 till the end of the recording ati
5127 928 again a homoclinic orbit was found. Within th
time the saddle point drifted from'700 ms to a position a
about 570 ms.

We do not have a model that reproduces the type of
havior presented above. The van der Pol oscillator and
modifications have been used in the past@28–31# to model
the properties of the sinoatrial node and of the atrioventri
lar node. There seems to be a consensus among physiolo
that these nodes may be treated as coupled oscillators

FIG. 11. Homoclinic trajectory for a case~SWK! with sinus
rhythm ~9500 consecutive intervals, i.e., 1.5 h!.
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that they interact with at least a third oscillator—the baro
ceptor system~quite possibly there may be as many as n
interacting oscillators in the whole system if one also co
siders the various areas of the heart that may be a sourc
arrhythmia!. In addition, we have the moderating effect
the autonomic nervous system on the properties of the h
rate. We are dealing with a very complex system.

One question that should be discussed in the contex
the results of our measurements is whether one may inter
the trajectories as a persistent saddle point in spite of the
that the system—at least in principle—is nonstationary. Af
all, the Holter ECG is a portable device and the subjects w
free to follow their daily activities and were not constrain
to some well defined~stationary! behavior. Assuming tha
one may judge by the properties of a single van der
system, we made a simulation using the XPP system@32#
with the modified van der Pol system of Ref.@12#. In this
model, it is possible to change the position of the sta
node, of the hyperbolic saddle, and the properties of the li
cycle in a wide range. Moreover, the position of these poi
may be set to a large degree independently. In our sim
tion, the position of the saddle point was modified harmo
cally with the time at a frequency 1.5 times the natural lim
cycle frequency of the oscillator. The amplitude of the m
tion of the saddle was chosen in such a way that the sa
repeatedly approached the limit cycle stopping just bef
the homoclinic bifurcation occurred. If the bifurcation wou
have had occurred, the state point would have moved fr
the limit cycle to the stable node@12#. The time between zero
crossings was determined for each movement around
limit cycle and a mapping of these times was constructed
was found that the limit cycle is stable against such param
ric perturbation. In the third iteration of the mapping, a no
drifting back and forth along the diagonal was obtained. T
motion of the node is equivalent to a change in the freque
of the limit cycle. In this simple model, we did not obtain
destabilization of the limit cycle~which should lead to a
saddle visible in the mapping!. Note, however, that, occa
sionally, in our measurements there also appears a node
ing along the diagonal. We stress that the only reason
made the simulation was to see if the van der Pol system
good candidate for use in future modeling of our results
will yield a behavior structurally stable under such a pa
metric nonstationarity close to the homoclinic bifurcatio
The model used in the simulation is, however, much
simple to provide results fully resembling what we see in o
measurements.

In the past, attempts have been made to find stable
unstable manifolds in heart rate variability—notably Re
@21# and references therein. The main differences betw
the results published earlier and our results are the follow

~1! Other authors endeavored to find the stable and
stable directions based on just a small number of evoluti
of the system while here we show many hundreds or e
thousands of occurrences of consecutive, repeated beha
which is found to be extremely persistent in the time.

~2! To our knowledge, no other group tried to look fo
fixed points in higher-order mappings of the RR intervals
they restricted themselves to RR(i 11) vs RR(i ).
6-5
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Maps of consecutive RR intervals~iterates of such map
from the first to the sixth! for three medically characteristi
cases were examined. Homoclinic orbits associated with
eral different period-2 and period-4 hyperbolic saddles w
found. Prevalently, these hyperbolic saddle points were
the flip kind and features typical for a gluing bifurcatio
were obtained in some cases. For a given patient, the
nomena observed may be heart rate dependent, as s
points were found to occur repeatedly in specific ranges
the heart rate.

Although the hyperbolic saddle points may readily
found in the heart rate variability of patients with arrhythm
the same kind of homoclinic orbit may be found in patien
with a dominantly sinus rhythm. This seems to be an imp
tant finding. It indicates that the source of the variability
the heart rate may be due to the instabilities of the sinus n
and the systems that control it. Arrhythmia seems to enha
the ability of the system to form homoclinic orbits as it
much easier to find such a behavior in patients with arrhy
mia. On the other hand, it is not only of purely physical b
also of medical interest to investigate the relationship
tween arrhythmia and the presence of homoclinic orbits. I
ho
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well known that arrhythmiaper seis not always malignant
and not in all the cases does it lead to cardiac arrest~i.e., to
sudden death!. Whether the presence or the absence of
moclinic orbits as well as their stability or instability is th
modulating or the determining factor, is a subject for futu
research.

The existence of homoclinic orbits and the very litt
spread in the position of the saddle points for sustained
riods of time indicate the importance of deterministic ins
bilities in the heart rate regulation precesses. Note also t
in view of the similarity of the morphology of the QRS com
plex from heartbeat to heartbeat—a similarity which is a
an important feature of oscillations in Shilnikov chaos
future research work may show that the complete ECG
also a result of homoclinic trajectories.
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